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On 1 October, 1979 Navy Supply Center Oakland assumed
the wholesale aviation supply function of Naval Air Station
Alameda. NSC Oakland and MAS Alameda are prototype activities
in a plan to consolidate and mechanize the wholesale supply
functions of collocated Industrial Naval Air Stations and
Navy Supply Centers at Oakland, San Diego, and Norfolk. As
part of this consolidation at Oakland, many facets of the
associated supply functions have been studied. This report
presents the results of a study of the Material Distribution
System of the NAS Alameda. It looked at both HAS Alameda's
Supply Department and the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda.
The prime objectives were (1) to define the existing material
and document flow to NAS Supply's local customers, including
distances, times and volume, (2) to determine the costs,
both direct and indirect and (3) "to determine possible im-
provements. As a consequence, the material and document
flow processes have been charted, transportation logs have
been examined; and operational costs have been determined.
The results of this study indicate that the NAS Alameda Supply
Department is efficient and is meeting the imposed standard
time requirements. The Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda
has a internal distribution system which appears to lack
control and is costly. Areas where improvements might be
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Navy Supply Center Oakland assumed the wholesale aviation
supply function of Naval Air Station Alameda on 1 October
1979 fl]. NSC Oakland and MAS Alameda are prototype
activities in a plan to consolidate and mechanize the
v/holesale supply functions of collocated Industrial Naval
Air Stations (INAS) and Navy Supply Centers (NSC) at Oakland,
San Diego, and Norfolk. The implementation of the consoli-
dation plan is based upon the recommendations of the
Department of Defense Material Distribution Study (DODMDS )f ll
.
The DODNDS examined the capacity, operational assets, and
transportation costs associated with 3^ major DOD v/holesale
activities. The three-year study was completed in March 1978.
Essentially , it determined the number and location of whole-
sale activities necessary to provide efficient and cost
effective distribution of material.
The consolidation is not to downgrade the current supply
support to the wholesale customers, the primary one of concern
at Alameda is the associated Naval Air Rework Facility f lj •
In an effort to determine the current supply support (prior
to the consolidation) NSC Oakland, MAS Alameda, MAR"? Alameda
and Naval Station Mare Island were studied. Zach of these
locations was studied with respect to a variety of areas.
Some of these were the customer response times, the costs
of material shortage, and the transportation costs.
10

This thesis presents the results of a study of the
material distribution system through which NAS Alameda
provided supply support to their customers before the
consolidation. The following were the prime objectives of
the study.
(1) Define the existing material and document flow
to local customers, including distances, times and volume.
(2) Determine the costs, both indirect and direct.
(3) Determine any possible improvements. Primarily
reducing the delivery time to the customers and reducing
costs.
The detailed results of this study will be presented in
Chapter II of this thesis. Chapter III summarizes the
results of the study, and draws conclusions.
11

II. NAVAL AIR STATION ALAMEDA'S MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
This chapter describes the Material Distribution System
at the Naval Air Station Alameda, and is divided into two
parts. The first part will deal with defining the system.
The second part will discuss the cost of this system. In
both of these parts NAS Alameda's System will be divided into
the divisions and branches responsible, and these will be
discussed separately.
A. DEFINITION OF THE SYSTEM
NAS Alameda's Distribution System will be defined by
first describing the organizational structure of NAS Alameda's
Supply Department (also referred to as NAS Supply) and of
Naval Air Rework Facility Alameda (NARF). The overall
material flow processes on the Station will then be presented
and discussed. Finally, the actual movement of material
between various buildings will be discussed.
1 . Organizational Structure
a. Supply Department
NAS Alameda's Supply Department is divided into
six divisions. These are the Administrative and Planning
Division, the Material Division, the Control Division, the
Aviation Support Division, the Food Service Division, and
the Fuel Division. Figure 1 shows in more detail NAS's
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two that are directly involved with NAS's Material
Distribution System are the Material and Aviation Support
Divisions
.
The material Division consists of two branches;
the Traffic Branch and the Storage Branch. An organizational
chart of the Material Division is presented in Figure 2.
The Traffic Branch is basically responsible for
receiving and sorting all incoming material and for trans-
porting all Navy Supply Issue Group II and III material to
the local customers on the station. Issue Croup I material
is transported by both the Traffic Branch and the Aviation
Support Division. The Traffic Branch and the Aviation Support
Division. The Traffic Branch is also responsible for the
packing and shipping of materials leaving the air station.
The Storage Branch is basically responsible for
the storage of all materials stocked by the Supply Depart-
ment. This includes the placement of material into the
warehouses and the picking of material from the warehouses.
The Aviation Support Division consists of the
Supply Response Branch, the Not Operationally Ready Supply
(NORS) Branch, and the Component Control Branch. Figure 3
is an organizational chart for the Aviation Support Division.
This division is basically responsible for directly supporting
the aviation units while they are on board NAS Alameda. This
involves many operations from expediting supply requisitions
to monitoring a component repair program. The function
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distribution system is the pickup and delivery of aircraft
components. This is one of the responsibilities of the
Supply Response Branch and more specifically, the Material
Delivery Section. The Material Delivery Section delivers
Ready For Use (RFU) components to the aviation squadrons at
the Station and picks up the broke but repairable components.
These broken components are then delivered to the repair
activities on the Station,
b. NARF
The Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda consists
of eight departments as shown in Figure !4. These departments
are the Administrative Services Department, the Management
Controls Department, the "'."aval Air System Command, the
Engineering Support Office, the Quality and Reliability
Assurance Department, the Production Planning and Control
Department, the Production Engineering Department, the
Flight Test Department, and the Production Department.
The Production Planning and Control Department
is primarily involved with NAS Alameda's Material Distribution
System and consists of three divisions (see Figure 5) • They
are the Production Control Division, the Production Planning
Division and the Material Planning Division. Within the
Production Control Division is the Transportation Branch
which is basically responsible for the movement of aircraft,
aircraft components and supplies inside NARF. This includes
the movement of components between NARF shops and the initial
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Within the Material Planning Division is the
Material Control Branch. This branch is involved with the
ordering of materials and the initial sorting of items
received from the Station's Supply Department.
2. Definition of the Material and Document Flow
To fully define the material and document flow at
MAS Alameda flow charts will be presented and discussed.
a. NAS Alameda Supply Department's Flow Process
(1) Material Division's Flow Process . The flow
of materials and documents which involve the Materials
Division starts with material and documents arriving at NAS
Alameda Receiving, building 3^5, section A and B (the east
end). (See Appendix C for a map of MAS Alameda). Material
and documents will arrive from off station by a variety of
transportation modes. The most common are commercial trucks,
Navy trucks and commercial rail. Material and documents come
from a variety of civilian and military locations. It arrives
via many means with the most common being the United States
Mail, the Department of Defense (DOD) "Q.uick-Trans , " the
United Postal Service (UPS), and the Military Ocean Terminal-
Bay Area (MOTBA).
The Material Division has various time
standards within which it conducts its various operations.
Table I presents these standards along with the correspond-
ing actual average times for the Material Division.
On-station Material . The Receiving Section
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process of incoming material. (See 7igure 6) This section
off-loads the material and first determines whether it is
direct turnover (DTO) material. If it is, then it is
immediately moved by forklift to the Delivery Section in
building 368, section C. The material that is not DTO is
placed in a area marked by row and column, on the floor of
building 368. A record is kept of each location and the
accompaning documents are sent to the Receipt Control Branch.
(Receipt Control is part of the Supply Department's Control
Division and is located in a mezzanine area in building
368A) . It is the responsibility of the Receipt Control
Branch to update the Supply Department's computer records
and query the computer as to where the material should be
sent. The choices at this point are to send it to stock,
to a local customer, or to ship it to a non-local customer.
After the destination is determined, the
documents are relayed, via a pneumatic tube to the Receiving
3ranch. A delivery slip (12ND NASA ^613/2^: See Appendix
2) is then attached and the material is delivered by fork-
lift truck to the Delivery Section in building 36Q , section
*-*
.
Once the material with documentation has
reached the Delivery Section, the material is staged on the
floor by row according to destination (e.g., building number
or ship number) . If the material is Issue Group I and for
a Squadron Base then it is placed in designated shelves in-
building 368A and is picked up for delivery at least hourly
23

by the Aviation Support Division drivers Co J. The other
material is delivered by Delivery Section using thirteen 2
ton-trucks and one mule train. If the material is delivered
to a nearby warehouse the station's computer is updated as
to its location with an 13?/! punch card supplied by the
Receipt Control Branch.
The Screening Branch is also located in
building 368, but in section 3. The Screening Branch's
function is the same as the Receiving Branch but is only
for non-operative repairable material (condition coded ? and
E). This branch also has the added function of determining
the National Stock Number (NSN) or part number, before
notifying Receipt Control Branch. The flow process is the
same except one mule train ( a small tow tractor with several
four-wheel trailers behind it) delivers material to the ?
and 2 warehouses instead of the Delivery Branch.
Off-station r.aterial . Besides being involved
in the distribution of materials to the local customers
and station warehouses the Material Division is involved in
getting materials off-station. Since a main concern of this
thesis is the response to the local customer, this portion
concerned with getting material off-station will be brief.
A convenient place to start discussing the
flow off-station is at the Packing Branch (See Figure 7).
The Packing Branch, located in building 368, section D,
receives material from every activity on the station. If
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warehouses (controlled by the Storage 3ranch) , then remote
computer terminals for each warehouse generate the issue
documents. Issue Group I documents are processed with
high priority while Issue Groups II and III are processed
when time permits. Items to be shipped off-station are picked
up from the warehouses and delivered to the packing section
by 2 two -ton stake trucks operated by the Storage Branch.
One of these trucks makes routine rounds of the warehouses
while the other handles Issue Group I material.
In addition to packing each item or passing
it on as packed, a packing work sheet is prepared. This work
sheet contains information such as weight, volume, shipping
classification and destination. After the work sheet is
completed the material is moved to the Shipping Section in
building 3^3 i section E. The NARF and other activities on
the Station also pack certain types of material.
Once the material is in the Shipping Branch
the DOD Priority Group is determined and combined with
destination's location and a mode of shipment is determined.
Tae most common modes are DOD "Quick-Trans," commercial
truck, commercial ship, and military ship.
( 2) Aviation Su-pnort Division's Flow Process .
The Aviation Support Division's (ASD) flow of materials and
documents starts with the receipt of a material requisition
via teletype from a squadron (See Figure 3). Each squadron
has access to a teletype; however, ASD's offices (in building



























each hanger housing two or more squadrons. This sharing
of teletypes at the ASD office causes some delays although
these tend to be very short, usually less than fifteen
minutes [71
•
After the teletype requisition has been
received the NSN is screened against a rotatable pool listing
to determine if the ordered material is a pool item or not.
If the ordered material is a pool item, a driver from ASD's
Material Delivery Section hand-carries a copy of the tele-
type requisition to the rotatable pool (located in building
^1) , draws the material (if in stock) and then delivers it to
the proper squadron. If the required material is not in
stock, then the driver returns the copy to ASD's Not
Operationally Ready Supply (NORS) Section.
The NORS Section submits all requisitions
to the Station's computer via their remote terminal. The
computer checks its stock records and processes issue
documents at a remote terminal in the proper warehouse.
The average time for this computer's action is ^5-3
minutes [^J. An ASD Delivery Section driver dispatched
from building ^1 will pick up the ordered material after
the Material Division's Storage Branch has picked the material.
The ASD's driver delivers the material to the ordering squadron
and picks up any retrograde (Hot Ready For Issue but repair-
able material). The retrograde is then returned to the
rotatable pool or the Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance
Department (AIMD) for repairs. (The rotatable pool does not
28

repair the material, it only inducts and trades the repair
that AIMD performs). Both the rotatable pool and AIMD are
located in building *H. ASD has the following response time
standards: Issue Group I: one hour, Issue Group II: two
hours, and Issue Group III: 12 hours [Sj.
b. NARF's Internal Flow Process
Before the internal flow process at NARF Alameda
can be discussed the structure of NARF's internal system
should be described. NARF orders all its materials through
three Material Control Centers (MCC) . These MCCs are located
in buildings 5. ^00 and 168 and are designated A, ? and L,
respectively. Material is also received at each of these
MCCs in addition to building 500, the central receiving area.
From each of these four receipt points material is distributed
by the Transportation Branch of the MAR?
.
When material arrives at building 500 or a MCC
it is sorted according to internal route location (See Figure
9 for a flow diagram) . These locations are identified by
the last two digits of the material requisition's document
number. Appendix G lists the document number and corresponding
internal route locations.
If the material is received at building 500 then
it is delivered almost immediately to the. internal route
locations. If the material arrives at a MCC then it is
placed in a set of shelves having one cubbyhole for each
internal route location. The Transportation Branch then
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Any special requirements material movements can be dispatched
by radio
.
KARF's flow process associated with requisitioning
material starts with each production shop. The shop determines
the required materials and prepares an initial requisition
form. This form is routed first to the responsible Pro-
duction Planning Center (PFC) and then to the responsible
MCC At the MCC the form is screened against a Material
Planner's card. This card is used to verify the requested
items National Stock Number or part number, and such a card
should exist for each type item ordered. If the requisition
form is accurate and complete it is keypunched and fed into a
remote terminal to the Station's computer. If the requisition
form is incorrect or incomplete it is returned to the shop for
corrections and resubmitted to the MCC. In those few instances
when no Material Planner's Card is present, the requisition
is routed to the Material Planners for identification and
verification. The Material Planners then return the
requisition and a new Material Planner's Card to the MCC
where the order process is completed. This portion of the
order process can take up to two weeks, but usually takes
about one week [91
•
figure 10 depicts the order process flow.
Various average submission times for this ordering process











































































































NARF'S REQUISITION SUBMISSION TIL'
7OR APRIL AND KAY 1979
(in hours) Ref. 10
MCG IGI I Gil I Gil I ALL IG
DOCUMENT DATS A 132.3 143.8 77.1 120.6
TO p 174.6 124.1 161.8 145.7
r.:cc TRANSMISSION L 216.7 179.1 293.4 191.0
ALL 175.6 155.3 85.1 155.5
TO
NAS ALAMEDA RECEIPT
A 1.7 2.5 1.1 1.9
p 2.2 1.2 1.0 1.6
L 0.8 1.7 0.5 1.8
ALL 1.6 1.7 1.1 1.8
DOCUMENT DATE A 134.2 146.2 78.1 122.4
TO ? 178.0 125.3 162.7 147-3
NAS ALAMEDA L 217.5 130.3 293.9 192.4
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3. The Transportation of Material
The way that material and its associated documents
are actually moved around the Station is presented in this
section. The established routes will be presented first.
Then the data gathered v/ill be discussed. The data that was
gathered consisted mostly of drivers' logs which show the
time and the building at which stops were made. As a result,
the discussion of this data will consist primarily of where
the material goes, how long it takes and the volume of material
moved. Because of their differences, the Material Division,
the Aviation Support Division and the NARF will be discussed
separately.
a. NAS Supply Department
(1) Material Division . In the Material Division
the actual transportation of material is handled by both
the Storage and Traffic Branches. Both branches use fork
lift trucks to move material. r.o effort was made to study
this type of movement for two reasons. ?irst, the movement
was limited to within and about warehouses. This information
would add little to this thesis. Second, the large number
(120) of trucks would have required more time than was
available.
(a) Storage Branch. The Storage Branch
does use two electric industrial flatbed trucks and 2 two -ton
stake trucks to transport material about the base. The two
electric trucks are used to deliver material to the NARF's,
MCCs and building 360 from building 8, 9. and 92. One
35

delivers to the MAR?' a MCC A and ?, in buildings 5 and ^00
respectively. The other truck delivers to MCC L, in building
168 and to building 360. No records were kept with regards
to these electric trucks from which delivery times could
be obtained. This made it necessary to ride with the
driver. Data from one cycle of each truck was obtained.
The data consisted of the building stopped at, the time of
arrival and departure, and the number of items carried.
This data is contained in Appendix D-l. Table III contains
the summary of the movements of these trucks. Both runs
take about 50 minutes each for a round trip. Both trucks
seemed to be slow, but seldom were parts observed to be
waiting more than one hour at the issue points in any of
the three warehouses. The volume carried in each run was
from two to three trays (18x12x2s- inches) of small' parts
and four to five boxes, too large for a tray. Also the
volume remained reasonably constant throughout the day [11]
.
The 2 two- ton stake trucks are used
to take material from all of supply's warehouses (13) to the
Packing Section (building jSQ D or building 11) for off-
station shipment. One stake truck handles Issue Group I
material exclusively. The driver of this truck maintains a
log of when he arrives at building 8. A page of this log
is contained in Appendix D-2. The time between leaving
and returning to building 8 averages 60 minutes. This
allows any hot item to be moved within one hour by simply
leaving a message at building 3 for this driver. No data
36

was available or collected for the other trucks. No
volume data was collected.
(b) Traffic Branch. Two sections of the
Traffic Branch transport material around the station. These
sections are the Screening Section and the Delivery Section.
The Screening Section uses one mule train to transport Not
Ready For Issue (NRFI) material to various warehouses on
station. No records are kept for this mule train. However,
it is not involved with local customer support and hence
was not of further interest.
The Delivery Section is responsible
for transporting the majority of the HAS Supply Department's
material. As of 19 April, 1979 the Delivery Section had an
allowance for eleven drivers v/ith ten actually on board.
Also, eleven designated routes were in existence at that
time. Five of these runs were established on the basis of
customer aggregation. Two are miscellaneous rune which
incorporated many low volume customers like the base Admin-
istration Office, Security and etc. Of the remaining runs,
two are for the internal movement of material between HAS
Supply warehouses, one is a Mail run for MAS Supply and the
last is a run to NSC Oakland. Appendix F contains a complete
listing of these routes. The run listings are arranged in
the order in which they were discussed.
Cut of Building 368 . Table IV
summarizes the data accumulated from the logs of trucks
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table covered a period of 44 days ending on 30 April, 1979.
During this time 32^ log entries (runs) were made. However,
Table IV only contains 460 runs. This excludes runs made
less than three times.
From Table IV it can be seen that
MAS Supply warehouses (buildings 369, 36I, 3^, 3, 370, 91,
9, 163, 92, 170, 117. and 371) received 271 of the 393 runs
(69.I percent). Also, it can be seen that MAR? buildings
(5, 12, 11, and 338) received 75 runs (13.9 percent), and
the other buildings received 52 runs (12 percent). Thus,
it is obvious that the majority of the Delivery Section's
transportation runs ^re for HAS Supply.
The distribution of the number of load
units carried by type is presented in Table V. From this
table it can be seen that S5«9 percent of the loads carried
were on pallets (flats). This type of load requires the use
of a stake truck for ease of loading and unloading. These
two-ton trucks are capable of carrying up to six pallets
at a time. Since the overall average load carried for this
period was 5*2 pallets, this size of truck is well utilized
with respect to load.
Of the 824 total runs, ^30 runs (52
percent) stopped at more than one building (See Table IX).
After comparing these various runs with the established runs
of Appendix F it is apparent that only the Squadron Run (the
first page of Appendix F) was consistently made. The remainder











( 2cu ft and up)
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TABLE V
DELIVERY SECTION LOAD TYPE DISTRIBUTION
OUT 0? BLDG 368
44 'forking Days Ending 30 April




Fig Pens 26 .61
(3ftx3ftx3ft)
Drums (55 gal) 28 .65
Jet Engine Cans 123 2.57













Since the volume waiting to go to each destination was not
known j how well the aggregation was done can not be determined.
However, the mere layout of the Delivery Section's floor
space makes area aggregation easy.
Figures 11 and 12 show the volume
distributions with respect to time-of-day and day-of-week
respectively. From Figure 11 it can be seen that volume
peaks between 0800 and O83O and between 1300 and 1330, as
might be expected. During the remainder of the day the volume
is relatively constant. Figure 12 shows that Tuesday,
T
\T e dries day and Friday are the peak days.
Not Out of Building: 368 . Analysis of
the logs for the two-ton stake trucks not working out of
building 368 was more difficult. Usually only one log entry
was made by a driver for each day even though, several stops
were probably made during the logged time period. This makes
the delivery times between buildings very difficult to
determine because of the many unknown factors that are in-
cluded. For this reason no summary table of how long it
took the trucks to deliver to various buildings can be
presented. Only the volume distribution with respect to
day-of-week can be determined. It is shown in 7igure 13.
From ^igure 13 it can be seen that volume for each day is
relatively constant with Thursday being the slow day.
Off-Station
. The logs that were kept
concerning off-station runs are the Vehicle/Equipment
























Out of BLDG 368
Doy-of-Week Distribution
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Not Out of BLDG368
Doy-of-Week Distribution










provided in Appendix D-5» Since this log does not contain
any information on how much material, what type, and which
local customer, only the off-station destination, distances
and times were analyzed. Table VI contains a summary of the
off-station runs (generally by city within the Bay Area),
figures 14 and 15 contain the number of runs distributions
with respect to time-of-day and day-of-week, respectively.
The period of time covered by this analysis is 60 days ending
on 30 April, 1979' During that time period 122 runs were
made.
Further analysis of this off-station
log gives a mean of 2.^ trips per day and a mode of 2 trips
per day. The mean miles per day is 78.2 miles with a sample
standard deviation of ^.73 miles per day. Also, the mean
hours expended per day is 10.^ with a sample standard
deviation of ^.73 miles per day. Also, the mean hours
expended per day is 10.^4- with a sample standard deviation
of 3*31 hours per day. Basically, what this means is that
two men spend on the average 5«2 hours a day driving 39-1
miles.
In Table VI the average round trip
time and distance for naval Supply Center appear high
because only one log entry is made per day. The logged
period of time was 7 2 hours and two trips are actually made
each day during this time to NSC Oakland. Also, much of the
time the driver does some picking and routing of documents
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increase the number of runs made early in the day. This
can "be seen in Figure 14.
Semi-Trailer Movement . The last area
for which the Delivery Section maintains a log is for the
movement of semi-trailers. This log only contained
information concerning v/hich buildings the trailers were
moved between, whether the movement was for a spot or not,
and the time the movement was requested. Trailers were
spotted (parked) at a certain location to slowly accumulate
a load. This accumulation might then take several days. No
information was available to determine how long trailers
were spotted, what volume was moved, or what type material
was moved.
The data used from this log covered
36 working days ending on 30 April 1979 and contained 20o
trailer movements. Table VII summarizes the movements,
including spots, and Table VIII summarises the semi-trailer
spots made during this time period. Figures 16 and 17 give
the demand distributions with regards to the day-of-week
and time -of -day, respectively.
From Table VII it can be seen that
127 moves (61.7 percent) were made from building 363. This
indicated that the logging procedure for empty trailer
movements had them starting at building 368. This was
confirmed by reference k.
"
?rom Table VIII it can be seen that
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spots. Of these spots, 3^.7 percent were at building 368,
with the majority at the Delivery Section (section D) . The
Delivery Section uses these semi-trailers to deliver items
too large for their two-ton stake trucks. Also, the
trailers are used to deliver batches of material which are
bound for one customer and are too many in number for one
two- ton truck to handle £l2j. No information was available
to determine the portion for these two uses.
From Figure 16 it can be seen that
the number of semi- trailer moves is the highest on VJednesday
and Thursday. During the rest of the week the number of
moves is relatively constant. Prom Figure 17 it can be seen
that the demand for trailers is the greatest in the early
morning (before O83O). The demand remains relatively constant
for the rest of the day with the two exceptions of just before
lunch time and quitting time, then the demand dies.
Truck Utilization . Before departing
this discussion of the Delivery Section the utilization of
their vehicles should be discussed. Since no data was
available for the semi-trailer or forklifts, only the two-
ton stake trucks will be discussed.
Table IX is a summary of the tv/o- ton
truck utilization. Prom this table it can be seen that the
mean utilization is only 4.87 hours per day. This is based
on ten trucks. There are two reasons why this figure might
be low. The first is that the lower utilized trucks were





TWO-TON STAKE TRUCK UTILIZATION





























tfean - 4.87 hrs/day = 421.2 miles/month
Sample Standard Deviation = 2.07
hrs/day = 152.6 miles/month




less than 72 hours at a time are considered usable.
Unfortunately, no permanent records was kept of down time II 31-
The second reason could be that ten trucks are not needed
to handle the volume.
Of course, this low utilization
could be caused by April possibly having been a slow
month Ql2l. Unfortunately, because of the delay in record-
in? on the Demand History File (the data base for Appendix
A's monthly demands history), it could not be determined if
April was indeed slow.
(2) Aviation Support Division . The Material
Delivery Section is responsible for transporting material
for the Aviation Support Division.
According to a memo \j- L'^\ by Mr. Vranich,
the Supply Response Branch Head,
The main concern of th Q delivery section is to meet
one (1) and two (2) hour time frames on all issues
including OSI, RCA oool, and expeditious repair, this
includes all priority 03 A'7P (awaiting parts) requests.
The above requirements will take preference over any
other requirements.
This statement sums up the attitude and requirements of
ASD
' s delivery section.
To accomplish this tv/o pickup trucks, two
vans and 2 two-ton stake trucks are used. As of k May 1979,
the delivery section had only five of the six allowed drivers
(including the supervisor). Each driver carries a walkie-
talkie for communication with the supervisor in building 4-1.




- Mail pickup and delivery for all A3D offices. This
is to be done at least twice daily, once in the morning and
once in the afternoon.
- ?:ORS and NSC Oakland run. This includes the pickup of
Issue Group I material from the Receiving Section in building
368, section A, and its delivery. Also, runs are made to
NSC Oakland for urgent material. This is to be done at
least twice daily; once in the morning and once in the
afternoon. However, the portion to NSC Oakland is not
always made twice each day.
- Delivery from building kl to buildings 11, J6Q, 117,
170, and salvage. This is done on a continuous basis all
day long.
- Pickup and deliver material from each warehouse issue
station. Also, pickup all retrograde material and deliver
it to building Ul. This is done the first thing in the
morning [l^7.
With two drivers committed all day for the NORS and NSC
Oakland run, and building bl to buildings 11, 368, 117, 170
and salvage run. The remaining three drivers respond
directly to the squadrons' material requisitions. Of course
the NSC Oakland run should always be in response to a
squadron requisition.
To see what these three drivers do , their
logs were studied in a way similar to the Material Division
logs. A page from these logs is in Appendix D-7. ?or
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volume considerations each line entry in this log can be
considered as one piece of material [6 1. So the number of
runs to a building is equivalent to the volume delivered
there. A period of 13 working days ending on 7 ""arch 1979.
which contained 205 runs was used for this analysis.
Table X summarize the movements of the
three drivers based on their logs. It contains a summary of
the delivery times, one way, to each of the buildings served
by ASD and a summarv of warehouse service times associated
with these ASD deliveries. Review of this table shows that
the average delivery times exceed the Naval Aviation Maint-
enance Program's fSj for one hour delivery for Issue Group
I in six of the nine cases. However, the Issue Group II
requirement of two hours was met in all nine cases. (This
includes the average comouter response time of ;'^5«3 minutes
L^J )• Finally f the time spent waiting in the warehouse for
a part is only 12 percent, on the average, of the overall
delivery time.
Figures 13, 19. and 20 gives the volume
distributions with respect to warehouse, time-of-day and day-
of-week, respectively. 7rom Figure 18 it can be seen that
building S and 371 supply 68.7 percent of the materials to
the squadrons. Trom figures 19 and 20 it can be seen that
the volume is greatest on Thursday. Also, the work load














4l 115 2.4 20.73 4-76
Piers 10 41.8 15.05 4-51
23 11 13.9 15.23 5-40
21 28 23.5 18.82 5-00
22 16 12.9 12.82 ^-35
39 5 20. 2 5. 02 15-25
^0 9 25.2 21.9 5-70

































NOTES: (1) Average Delivery Times - Time from departing
BLDG 41 until the time material is delivered.
(2) Average Warehouse Service Time - Time from
arrival until departure at a warehouse (included
in Average Delivery Time)
.
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b. NARF's Transportation Branch
NARF's Transportation Eranch transports materials
with a variety of equipment. This branch transports "both
internal material (between NARF shops) and material coming
from HAS Supply and other locations.
To accomplish this transportation, ^0 vehicles
are radio equipped, and can be radio dispatched by a
dispatcher in building 500. In addition, two mule trains,
one running clockwise and the other running counterclockwise,
carry material within the centrally located NARF buildings
(5, 12, 11, *K)0, 39 and W)
.
The rest of NARF's more than 100 vehicles
transport material simply by stopping at an internal route
location and looking at the Route Slip (12ND NARFA k 615/2:
Rev. 9-73) » 'then moving it where the slip says to move it.
No set pattern is required of each vehicle, and no monitoring
is cone Ql5 T«
In order to study the flow of incoming materials
around the NARF, a log was drafted and distributed to the
drivers most likely to handle incoming material. The intent
of this log was to determine the time required for incoming
material to reach the internal route locations. It was
recognized that some of the data obtained would not be for
incoming material; but, it would still help determine




?rom Table XI it can be seen that the overall
average time spent at an internal route location is 11.0
minutes and the overall average time spent traveling to an
internal route location is 8.6 minutes. The overall average
stop time for a building is 12.8 minutes, with an overall
average of 16.5 minutes spent traveling to it. It is
interesting to note that 72 of 239 runs (30. 1 percent) were
to HAS Supply warehouses.
From Table XII it can be seen that buildings 5
(NART's main building) and -K)0 (HART'S power plants building)
see the most volume. Also, the volume passing through each
MCC is relatively even.
B. COSTS
The operating cost will be the focus of NAS Alameda's
Material Distribution System cost study. The costs that
will be discussed are the vehicle operation and maintenance
costs, the personnel costs (both supervisory and direct
labor) and the costs associated with the occupation of storage
and staging spaces. Not all of these will be presented for
all of the divisions because they were not available. The
costs associated with the NAS Alameda Supply Department will
be discussed first, with NARF's costs to follow.
1. NAS Supply Department Costs
The quantified costs associated with the MAS Supply
Department involved truck rental charges, Material Handling
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DISTRIBUTION 'IITK RESPECT TO
INTERNAL ROUTE LOCATIONS APRIL 1979
Internal
Total fa of Route Building
Number Total Location No. ^CC
179 9.072 -- 5 A
2 .101 J2 far:.: a
6 . 304 80 170 L
43 2.179 77 162 L
20 3 10.283 -- 400 ?
Z7 44 A
C8 42 A
2 .101 J3 I63 L
16 .811 Jl 333 A
1 .051 -- 62 A
57 2.889 37 5 A
16 .811 06 5 A
16 .811 Do "5 A
14 .710 D2 5 A
D3 5 A
D4 5 A



















































Total 'S of Route Building
Number Total Location Ho.
8 .^05 Bo 5 A
63 2.28 E4 5 A
13 .659 35 5 A
i,
LI
. 20 3 G2 5 A
37 1.876 -- 360 L
156 7.94? -- 170 L
7 .355 D7 5 A
Q
.456 F3 12 TJ1
13 .159 3E 5 A
4 .207 71 3S0 L
.311 65 360 L
25 1.296 73 36c L
32 1.659 60 360 L
1 .0 51 55 360 L
20 1.037 06 530 L
159 8 . 244 42 400 £1J.
18 .933 51 14 L
o .312 82 360 L
-- -- 75 162 L
17 .881 07 16? L
28 1.452 79 65 L
32 1.97 64 398 L
2 .101 81 360 L
7 .363 89 360 L
tal 1973 1CC.0





NOTES: (1) '.'here no internal route location is specified
the MCC serves as the internal route location.
(2) Data obtained from a history file of requisitions
during April 1979 collected by LCDH ?. Benefeild.
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estimate was made of the cost of occupying storage and
staging occupied space. Truck rental charges are the cost to
the Supply Department for the rental of street type vehicles
from the Public Works Center at San Francisco. These charges
include a monthly rental charge and a mileage charge. In
essence, these charges include all the maintenance and
operating costs (except drivers) for these vehicles. Table
XIII summarizes these monthly rental charges for class 3
and C rentals. A Class E rental vehicle is rented on a
permanent basis. A Class C rental vehicle is rented on a
day-to-day as needed basis.
The costs related to the material handling equipment
(mainly forklift trucks) v/hich were obtainable were mostly
maintenance costs since the operation costs for this type
of equipment was not available. Table XI Y contains a
summary of the available MKE costs.
An interesting sidelight is that HAS Supply's MH2
maintenance is contracted from a private company through the
Government Services Agency (GSA). The Public Works Center
has the capability and capacity to perform the maintenance,
however, contracting this service has proved to be both
less costly and to provide higher quality repairs [l^J*
The personnel costs associated with the Supply
Department are presented in Table XV. These costs include
the supervisors as well as the direct labor. The direct
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SUPPLY DEPARTMENT'S PERSONNEL COSTS
Estimated for the Year of 1979
Job Title Grade
YATTRIAL DIVISICY



































































i.) VJG-7 2 35,317.6




























TABLE XV ( continue d)
Grade Qty Total Pay ( Vhr)
Shipment Clerk GS-7 1 15,317
it »i
3 37,104
ii ft GS-4 1 11,054
^lexowriter Operator GS-4 4 44, 21
6
Supply Clerk GS-4 1 11,054
Clerk Typist GS-3 2 10,692
ii u GS-2 1 3,90 2
Subtotal 22 308,073.6
PAC•KING SECTION
General Foreman WS-11 1 25,723
Clerk Typist GS-3 1 9,346
Packer Foreman WS-6 1 23,212.3
Leader WL-5 1 13,824
Packer T.JG-6 22 1*28,771. 2
Warehouseman T:'G-5 1 19,489.6
Blocker & Bracer Foreman VIS -3 2 49,587.2
Blocker & Bracer WG-3 13 243,089. 6




?orklift Operator WG-5 1 16,307.2
'.'arehouseman WG-5 a. 16,307.2
" WG-4 9 31.033.6
Subtotal 48 919.804.4
DELIVERY SECTION
Foreman WS-6 1 23,212.8




Clerk Typist GS-2 1 3,90 2.0
Subtotal 15 252,220.4
SHIPS SUPPORT SECTION
F^o reman W3-11 l 25,728
Leader WL-10 l 22,318.4
Crane Operator WG-11 5 105,^56
Rigger WG-10 7 142,105.6
Rigger Worker 'JG-5 1 16,307.2
Subtotal 15 312,915.2
ST OR AGE BRANCH
1General 1? o reman WS-9 25,584
'"'arehouseman Foreman WS-6 3 69,638.4
Warehouseman Leader ltfL-5 13 233,355.2
Warehouseman WG-6 2 34,236.3
Motor Vehicle Operator m-6 2 34,235.3



















































































NOTE: No step information was available so






From Tables XII, XIV and XV it can be seen that the
total monthly cost for equipment is about C20,000 while
the total monthly personnel costs are roughly £^-00,000. A
summary table of these costs' are presented in Chapter III.
Table XVI presents the various building sizes
associated with the Material Division. Because these build-
ings are used almost totally f^r the storage and staging of
material, their sizes can be directly related to the cost of
occupying space for storage and staging. Unfortunately, the
actual costs of operating and maintaining these buildings
were not available.
Tor the Aviation Support Division building size
is not a good measure of these costs. The buildings which
contain storage and staging spaces are used for much more,
and the storage and staging spaces are only a very small
percentage of the total building space. No good measure of
the cost of occupying space for storage and staging was
found for these two organizations.
2. NATO's Distribution Costs
The costs that can be associated with NARF '
s
distribution of material are street vehicle rental costs,
material handling equipment costs, and personnel costs.
The costs associated with the spaces used for staging and
storing material could not be identified. This space is
small relative to the total space.
The definitions of street vehicle rental costs,




LIST 0^ SUPPLY DEPARTMENT'S WAREHOUSE SIZES
April 1979
Building ?!o. Size (ft) Use
8 422 x 211 per Storage & Offices
floor ( 3 floors)
9 8^5 x 211 Storage
91 475 x 211 Storage
92 633 x 153 Storage
117 581 x 316 Storage
160 713 x 264 Storage
169 528 x 264 Storage
170 523 x 264 Storage
361 924 x 264 Storage
364 343 x 317 Staging & Storage
368 1320 x 264 ' Staging
369 1056 x 264 Storage
370 1320 x 264 Storage
371 1320 x 264 Storage
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same as they were for MAS Supply Department. Tables XVII,
XVIII, and XIX present summaries of these costs respectively,
.^rom these tables it can he seen that the equipment
costs for NAR7's Transportation Branch are $4-9,200 per
month and the personnel costs are £22,072 per month.
This is a total annual expenditure of >855» 264. It must
he remembered that not all of this cost can be contributed
toward the movement of material into the NARF. In fact,
according to Mr. R. Gums [15 ]» only about 10 percent
("86,000) of this cost can be contributed to the movement
of incoming material to the internal route locations. The
remainder should be contributed to the internal movement
between shops.
7 rom Table XVIII it can be seen that the overall
utilization for R1HE is 21.5 percent. This seems very good
based on the ideal utilization of 24 percent (173 working
hours per month/720 total hours per month). In short, the
21.5 percent utilization means that the engine is running
7.2 hours a day. However, the data used to determine
utilization is based on a meter which measures engine
operating time. Unfortunately, no determination can be
made of how productive the equipment is because it could be
idle even though the engine is running.
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SUMMARY C~> i: ART'S PUBLIC WORKS VEHICLE CHARGES
Based on April 1979 Ref . 22
Class 3 rental charges 35 vehicles % 6,713 per month




NARE'S MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT C03TS
1 October 1978 to 31 September 1979
Type Total Average Average










































28 7 l 21.5 239.50
Total Cost per year = $373*623




TRANSPORTATION BRANCH'S PERSONNEL COSTS, MAR]















Quantity Grade Total CostCVhr)










23 UG-5 222. 50
1 fG-5 8.44
3 WG-2 19.32
Total cost per year = £264,859
Total cost cer month = 522,072
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Conclusions will be drawn with regards to the HAS
Alameda Supply Department and the NARF separately.
A. NA3 ALAMEDA SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
The overall flow processes which involves HAS Supply
are effective and efficient. The physical layout of the
buildings matches the flow processes. This helps to avoid
excessive movements and handling. For example, the bulk
storage areas are near the receiving point (building 3^8).
Time constraints have also been considered when storing
material. For example, the local (on station) customers
which require a fast response time are fed from centrally
located warehouses (building 8, 9. 91 i and 92). Although
some of the warehouses are relatively far away from some
of the local customers the longest this distance is still
less than 2.5 miles (See Appendix 3).
There are some areas where improvements might be made.
One area in which cost reductions might occur is the use of
semi-trailers. The monthly equipment cost of the semi-
trailer movements is "8,129 as opposed to $3^3 Per month
for class B charges, and '951 P e ^ month for class charges
(See Table Kill). 3ecause this is almost twice the sum of
the class B and class C charges, this area should be studied




A summary of the estimated total costs for both
personnel and equipment are contained in Table XX. Prom
this table another area becomes apparent. That is, the
Material Division personnel costs are more than 20 times
that of the equipment costs ($4.7 million to .!-'0.2 million).
This fact emphasizes the need to reduce personnel costs.
One way to do this is by automating warehousing functions.
Another way is by the use of less people intensive material
handling equipment (i.e., automated conveyers rather than
forklift trucks). Further study should reveal other
alternatives
.
There is also duplication between the Aviation Support
and " Taterial Divisions. Both divisions transport material
from II3C Oakland on a daily basis. VJith further study, this
duplication might be reduced without increasing the response
time for the highly time constrained Aviation Support
Division.
3. NAVAL AIR REWORK FACILITY
NARF's internal material distribution system can be
characterized as having little control. The only record
kept of where vehicles and material went was the five days
of logs for this thesis. These logs showed almost 30
percent of these movements duplicated v/hat HAS Supply
already does. Ho routes are established for these vehicles
either. Dach vehicle only has a general area in which to




SUKMARY 0? TOTAL COSTS FOR THE MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM
Estimated for the year of 1979
Activity Quantity Total Cost(Vyr)



































TOTAL SYSTEM COST ^,360,122




avoid confusion, overlaps and gaps. Also, no monitoring was
done by supervisors to ensure that material does not get
"pigeon holed" for indefinite periods of time or that
vehicles are actually moving material rather than sitting
idle [9,15].
The most control found v/as in the material requisition
process (figure 10) . Then from Table II it can be seen
that this process takes an average of 157»1 hours (6.5 days)
for all Issue Group requisitions to be processed. Because
this process was not studied in depth, further study is
needed in order to reduce this time.
'^rom the five day study conducted for this thesis, it
became apparent that the Transportation Branch is duplicating
some of MAS Supply's Ilaterial Division's runs. Specifically,
30 percent of the runs made by NARF ' s trucks picked up
material from MAS Supply warehouses (See "able XI). Because
of this poor control and an annual cost of ^£50, 000 (See
Table XX), the Transportation Branch should be studied
further. The possibility of having MAS Supply deliver





LOCAL CUSTOMERS AND THEIR VOLUME
No. of Percent
31 dg :l Activity ""ame Requisitions of Total
Various NARF Alameda 8 3, 8^5 76.67
Various NAS Alameda 13,377 12.23
Moffett NAS Moffett Field £l-,793 ^.38
39 Naval Air Reserve Unit 1,7^5 1.60
22 Marine Air Reserve Training
Detachment 1,384 1.27
20 VA 30 3 900 0.82
20 VA 30 '4 889 0.81
21 VAQ 203 515 C.56
kO H5 8 5 501 0.46
Piers USS Coral Sea (GV-^3) '452 0.4l
Piers USS Enterprise (GVN-65) 2^5 0.22
^0 VR 5 5 225 0.21
Moffett VP 91, NAS Moffett Field 116 0.11
77 Naval ''.'eather Service Facility 80 0.07
p Cata Processing Service Center
Pacific Fleet, Alameda . ^7 0.04
Piers USS Ranker (CV-61) 27 0.0
3
1 Naval Disease Vector Ecology and
Control Center 26 0.02
Naval Telecommunication Center 13 0.01
Oakland " Tavy Regional Plant Equipment
Office, Oakland 13 0.01
21 VAQ 308 12 0.01
San
^rancisco Naval Regional Dental Center,
San Francisco 11 0.01
Moffett Tleet Aviation Specialized
Operational Training Group
Pacific Detachment Moffett 11 0.01
^0 VRC-30 10 0.009
Moffett Naval Air Maintenance Training
Detachment Moffett 10 0.009
Moffett Commander Patrol Nings Pacific 6 0.005
NSC Oakland 5 0.005
Total 109,363















Source: HAS Alameda Demand History File.
NOTE: Because of the various time frames in filing
information on the Demand History 7 ile the
most recent 6 months (November to April) may
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Delivery section 3^3-C Annex, Hangers and Squadrons,
deliveries. Two drivers assigned daily.
Pickup materials 368-A floor and security cage "Signature
material. ' :
Pickup materials 3^8-C Delivery section.
Pickup materials at buildings 369-37O-37I-36I, storage.
Pickup 3LK material building 13 storage.
Deliver to the following hangers twice daily At! and PM.















































PRE- X Bins HGR 4l
Ships G3Z DETS. Building 67
USS Coral Sea (COD Aircraft) HGR 23











Pick up materials from 9-91-92-8
Haul to NARF 5 - 11 - 12 - ^00 - and BLDG3 130 - HGRS -
Barracks - MM - 18 - 16 - 30 - etc.
Request help when needed to handle multi-pack carton etc.
Hourly pickup & delivery.
NAR? - 5DC - REGULAR - MISC.
Haul material from
368-C to NARF - 5-11-12-^00-170-338-360 HOURLY
At 2:00 go to HGR 11 NARF's return material area. Give
assigned driver in that area a hand.
Haul misc. to 5-91-92-Piers-117-13-etc . When material is
slow coming in for regular assignment.
Also fill in when other assigned driver(s) are off or on
leave, etc.
RETURN MATERIAL 7R0I.1 NAR? INTO SYSTEM
Material from HGR 11 west side to oacking 368-D -- 36^ - 91 -
92 - 9 - 117 - Clamp 36^ - 371E. - etc.




Each A.M. 0930 pickup 2 mailboxes at 368-A (EMPTU) deliver to
oost office, Bldg. 13 - sign for parcel and fill boxes.
Bring back to 368-A have workers at 368-A sign for parcels.
Keep one copy bring to 368-C office for file.
Repeat above operation each P.M. 2:30..
SDC - CLA?.;F - NARF
Haul materials from
368-" to NARF 5 - 11 - 12 - lK)0 - 360 - 170 - 338 - NARF FARM
Return clamp from HGR 11 to 361 - 371 A.::, and P.M.
10:30 1:30
Hourly continued
roNFiDrr^iAL c°; htsc^llanhous run
Confidential material and missel from 368-A cage - 363-3 cage
to Bldg. 168 cage 117 cage and bldg's and piers (to ships)
on station.
Pickup and deliver materials off station to NSC , Oakland
Airport - San Francisco Airport & City - Stockton - Travis
and other Bay Area cities and shipyards etc.






BLDG. 368-C and 369 and other buildings as necessary
deliveries to:
Bldg. 1 - Administration
Bldg. 2 - Ship service - IRQ training - self help
Bldg. 3 - Wings
Bldg. Z J- - 'lings
Bldg. 6 - P.VJ.C. oarts room
Bldg. 10 - P. T'J.C. pov/er house
Bldg. 16 - Dispensary
Bldg. 13 - Theater
31dg. 19 - Operation Bower
Bldg. 30 - Main gate security office
Bldg. 35 - Radio shack
Bldg. 62 - IRD
Bldg. 11''- - P.' 1 . ''fork shop stores
Bldg. 130 - D.V.C.
Bldg. 35h" - CBU ^00
Blag. -2 - Ordnance
T.isc. Bldg. Etc.
Bldg. 77 - Fleet weather - Air Ops
Piers - 2 - 3 to ships in port
DELIVERIES AND PICKUPS HOURLY
Also pick up and deliver typewriters & adding machines to




PICK UP & DELIVER POINTS
p/U Bldg. 3^8-A " Jray Boxes'' going to Bldg. 8 every hour •
Return EMPTIES .
P/U Material in 368-G delivery section going to Bldg. 's
3_9_91_92
P/U Material in 368-A going to 117
P/U Impress fund cashier twice weekly take to Bldg. 1 &
return
P/U Any materials coming from 8-9-91-92-11? coming to 36Q
Annex
Continued hourly
3R0UF 2 & 3's ETC






Pick up mail a Keys Blag. j^cG.
Pick up mail Bldg. 363-D, 368-A office, 368-A Mezz. , 364 clamp
371-3 '"-'alley off.
Pick up mail 31 dg. 3?0-D off., 371-3 off., 361-VJ off.,
364 clamp.
Pick up mail & keys Bldg. 117 off. , 13 off.
Pick up mail Bldg. 153 fuel br. , 1?0 off.
Pick up mail & keys engine shed
Pick up mail Bid-?. 400
,
5-A
Deliver all keys 31dg. 3 1st .ieck Rampateria side.
Deliver & nick up mail 2nd deck by freight elv. Bldg. 3 &
3rd deck, 3?0-TT off., 370-D off ., 371-3 off . , 36I-SJ off . , 361-3
off., 363-C off., 3^1 security came east, 368-A ikzz. & off.,
36k clam")
Deliver & nick up mail Bldg. 3^9-3 off., 117 off., 13 off., 168
fuel br. , area 170 off. , engine shed, Bldg. , 8 3rd deck mail
room
Pick up A deliver mail Bldg., 370
-
r
J off., 370-D off., 3SI-J






Pick wo & deliver mail Bldg. 369-3 off., 117 off., 13 off.,
163 fuel br. , 170 off., enmine shed, 400, 5-A
Deliver & pick uo mail Bldg. 8 3rd deck mail room, 370-" off.,




Deliver & pick up mail Bldg. 3 '9-3 off. , 117 off. , 13 off. ,
168 fuel br. engine lot, (3TR Report), 170 off.
Deliver A pick up mail A DID: Report
Deliver ".; pick ur) mail Bldg. 8 jr^ deck
Deliver mail Bldg. 370-T,J, 370-D, 371-3, 361-k*, 363-D, 368-C
361 cage east, 368-A
Deliver mail and get DDR Deport signed by Ardell or Capt.
.00 re j^c-A I ezz.
Deliver mail A reports Bldg. 8 (DDR Report to Bldg. 8 3rd
deck to teletype, give to PAP.)
1 trip daily Bldg. 8 mail room to Bldg. 292 rigging loft,
if there is mail to be delivered - (no nick up)
104

use - F :.! 3 - RUII
Pick up material from 363-C Cc mail 368-A Mezz. Also material
68-ii.
Pick •:« mail NAS Bldg. S 1st deck Comptroller Office and
deliver to Oakland Army Base Bldg. 79§ rm 122.
Pick up forms and cards Bldg. 8 3rd deck.
Deliver material to 31dg. 212, etc. Ship material to Bldg. 3^1
Deliver mail and pick up mail Bldg. 502.
Deliver & -nick un mail Bldg. 311 - ^th floor.
Deliver forms, cards, and documents to 2nd deck B-311 and
cick up documents for material pick up, commodities, fuel,
p:rese, lumber and stock control, also located on 2nd deck
B-311.
Take documents to Bldg. 312, (Oak r'atic) 1st deck, pick up
materials the rest of the pick ups will be written on form
as to what Bldg.
(1 - run a.::. ) (1 - rut; p.m. )
-Deliveries and oick uos hourlv-
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SHO 13 PC"1 DESIGNATOR LOCATION pTTTT ^TWpijU lliJj±iJ(i rn Tpat rTTC1 "^L/Xlill IjljA
*93000 51300 "r1 r>-- J 5 A
93100 51310 G2 32 5 A
93100 51310 G5 35 5 A
93100 51310 GS Dl <> A
93100 51310 G9 Dl 5 A
93100 51310 K2 D6 5 A
93100 51310 K7 5B 5 A
93100 51310 R6 Dl 5 A
93100 51310 RS A4 5 A
93100 51320 G3 35 5 A
93100 51320 K3 D2 5 A
93100 51320 K4 D3 5 A
93100 51320 K5 D4 5 A
93100 51320 K6 A 2 5 A
93100 51320 R7 C5 5 A
03200 51320 G4 E4 5 A
03200 51320 G$ T-l |, 5 A
93200 51320 G7 :2 5 A
93200 51320 K8 HI 410 L
93200 51320 K9 C3 5 A
93200 51320 R2 . E2 5 A
93200 51320 R3 Gl HGR 11 ~-i
93200 51320 R4 Ml 167 TLi
93200 51320 R5 B^ 5 A
93200 51320 R9 Fl HGT 12 TP
9322k 51322 G3 113 L
*940C0 514-00 E4 ^CO/530 ?/L
94100 51412 U2 4l 400 r
9^100 51413 U3 41 400 p
9-100 51-11 U4 41 400 ~?








"Jholesale Supply Support Consolidation and Marehouses
rodernization PI an , Naval Air Station Alameda,
Maval Supply Center .Oakland, Oakland, California
23 March 1979.
2. Monthly Material Receipt Processing T ime Analysis
Report , Naval Air Station Alameda Supply Department,
Alameda, California, April 1979.
3. Wagneri J- » Shipping Section Supervisor, Material
Division, Naval Air Station Ala.meda Supply Department,
Alameda, California, interviewed 20 April 1979-
k. Hayes, H. , Report on the Aviation Support Division
Material Delivery Section , Material Division, Naval
Air Station Alameda Supply Department, Alameda,
California, June 1979*
5. Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority Systems
(UI'MIPS
)
, Chief of Naval Operations Instruction k6lk
(series), Department of the Navy, Washington, D.C., 1979-
6. Drady, E. , Receiving Section General Foreman, Material
Division, Naval Air Station Alameda Supply Department,
Alameda, California, interviewed, 19 April 1979-
7. Compiano , C. M. , LT, USN, Aviation Support Division
Officer, Naval Air Station Alameda Supply Department,
Alameda, California, interviewed, 11 May 1979'
8. Naval Air Maintenance Program , Chief of Naval Operations
Instruction Number -790. 2A, Department of the Navy,
Washington, D.C., 20 September 1976.
9. Waggoner, C, Material Unit One Supervisor, Production
Planning and Control Department Facility Alameda,
Alameda, California, interviewed 11 May 1979.
10. vJhole sale Support Consolidation Oakland Alameda . Navy
Supply Center Oakland, 1 1aval Air Station Alameda, Naval
Air Rework Facility Alameda, Alameda, California, June 1979
11. Clardy, 3., Stores Unit One Foreman, Material Division
Maval Air Station Alameda Supply Department, Alameda,
California, interviewed 19 April 1979.
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12. Hymes, C, Delivery Section foreman, Material Division,
"aval Air Station Alameda, Alameda, California, inter-
viewed 19 April, h and 11 May 1979-
13. Holt, 3., Repairs Branch Supervisor, Public Horks Center
'"aval Air Station Alameda, Alameda, California, inter-
viewed 4 May 1979.
l'f-. Yranich, \, Establishment of Oelivery/Pickup Schedules,
Aviation Support Division Memorandum, Maval Air Station
Alameda Supply Department, Alameda, California, 3 May 1978.
15. Oums, R. , Distribution Center/Inside Transportation
Section Supervisor, Production Planning and Control
Deoartment, Maval Air Rework Facility Alameda, Alameda,
California, interviewed 20 April and 17 October 1979-
IS. Davidson, W. , Supervisory Management Analyst, Administrative
and Planning Division, Naval Air Station Alameda Supply
Department, Alameda, California, interviewed 24 way 1979.
17. Sums, R. , Manpower Hourly Rates, Distribution Center/
Inside Transportation Section Supervisor, Production
Planning and Control Department Maval Air Rework
Facility Alameda, Alameda, California, Letter of 11
September 1979
•
13. Monthly Transportation Rental Charges Incurred for
Activity number 3000 (Naval Air Station Alameda), Report
Number 5H88, Public T 'orks Center San Erancisco, Oakland,
California, April 1979.
19. Management Control of Material Handling Equipment Ashore
Activity Verification and Allowance List , Maval A i
r
Station Alameda , Maval Facilities Systems Command, Report
Symbol 4-400-21, Department of the Mavy , VJashington, J.C.,
1 January to 31 September 1973.
20. Manpower Listing for Maval Air Station Alameda , Report
Number 5320-2, Chief of Naval Operations, Department of
the Mavy, Washington, l.C, April 1979.
Gums, G. , Transportation Costs, Distribution Center/
Inside Transportation Section Supervisor, Production
Planning and Control Department, Maval Air Rework
Facility Alameda, Alameda, California, Letter of 25
September 1979M
22. Management Control of Material Handling Equipment Ashore
Activity Verification and Allowance List , Maval Air
Rework Facility Alameda
,
Maval Facilities Systems Command,
Report Symbol 4400-21, Department of the Mavy, VJashington,
D.C., 31 September 1977 to 1 October 1973.
Ill

23« "'aval Air Rework Facility Alameda Standard Procedure






1. defense Logistics Studies 1
Information Exchange (DLSIS)
"ort Lee, Virginia 238OI
2. Defense Documentation Center 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 2231^
3. Library, Code 0142 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 939^0
4. Department Chairman, Code j6 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 939^0
5. Lt Richard T. Macon 1
63H 10th Street
Meridian, Mississippi 39301




7. CDR Robert D. Grant c
Code 03
Naval Supply Center Oakland
Oakland, "California 9^25
8. Mr. K. J. Lieberman 2
Code 0^313
Naval Supply Systems Command
Washington, D.C. 20 37
6
9. CDR John P. Kail 1
Code 446C
Naval Military Personnel Command
Department of the Navy
'Jashington, D.C. 20370
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